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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new remote user authentication scheme using smart card. In our scheme, there are two

attractive features: (i) no verification tables are required in the remote server; (ii) only one hash function computation

and one modular multiplication computation are costed in smart card. Therefore, compared with other schemes, our

scheme is more efficient.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of computer network,
more and more people have recourse to remote

server�s service in a distributed computer environ-

ment. However, since the data transmitted over an

insecure channel without adequate protection is

vulnerable to potential attacks from eavesdrop-

ping, illegal retrieval, and intended modification,
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etc, the security issue has gradually become a big

concern in computer network.

In the last two decades, to protect the remote
server from these malicious attacks, many elegant

authentication schemes have been proposed [1–5].

However, some schemes [1,2,4,5] have to maintain

a password verification table in the remote server

for checking the legitimacy of the login users.

And just as the password verification table main-

tained in the remote server, these schemes will suf-

fer from the potential risks. For instance, if the
verification table is modified by a malicious adver-

sary, the system will be entirely broken. Hereby, to

protect and maintain such a verification table, the

relevant cost in the server will be rather high.
ed.
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In 2000, Hwang and Li [6] proposed a new re-

mote user authentication scheme using smart card,

in which the remote server only keeps a secret key

for computing the user passwords and doesn�t
need to maintain any verification table for verify-
ing legal user. However, there is a weakness in

the scheme as pointed out by the literatures [7,8],

an evil user can easily impersonate other user to

log in the system. To overcome such a weakness,

Shen et al. [9] proposed a modified version and

claimed it is secure against these attacks. But

Leung et al. [10] showed the weakness still exists

in Shen–Lin–Hwang�s scheme.
Motivated by the mentioned above, in this

paper, we would like to propose a new remote user

authentication scheme using smart card. As it is

based on the factorization problem and one-way

hash function, the security can be guaranteed. At

the same time, as it doesn�t require modular expo-

nentiation computations, it is more efficient than

Hwang–Li�s scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we review Hwang–Li�s scheme. Then we

propose our scheme in Section 3. In Sections 4 and

5, we will analyze the scheme�s security and perfor-

mance, respectively. Finally, concluding remarks

are made in Section 6.
2. Review of Hwang–Li’s scheme

In 2000, Hwang and Li [6] proposed a password

based remote user authentication scheme by using

smart cards. In their scheme, the server only keeps

a secret key for computing the user password, and

no verification tables are required for verifying

legal user. Here, we will first briefly review this
scheme.

Hwang–Li�s scheme consists of the following

three phases: registration, login and authen-

tication.

1. Registration phase

The remote server first prepares some system

parameters as follows:
• p: a large prime number;

• xs: a secret key maintained by the server;

• h(�): a one-way hash function.
Suppose a new user Ui wants to register the ser-

ver, he first submits his identity IDi to the server.

After the identity IDi is identified, the server com-

putes the user password PWi for Ui, where

PW i ¼ IDxs
i ðmod pÞ.

Then, the system issues the smart card, which

contains the public parameters (p,h(.)), and PWi

to the user via a secure channel.

2. Login phase

User Ui attaches his smart card to the login

device and keys in his IDi and PWi. Then, the

smart card will perform as follows:

(a) select a random number r;
(b) compute C1 = IDi

r (mod p);

(c) compute t = h(T�PWi) (mod p�1), where T

is the current date and time T of the login

device and � denotes the exclusive or

(XOR) operation;

(d) compute M = (IDi)
t (mod p);

(e) compute C2 = M(PWi)
r (mod p);

(f) send a message C = (IDi,C1,C2,T) to the
remote server.
3. Authentication phase

Suppose that the remote server receives the mes-

sage C at T 0, where T 0 is the current date and

time of the system.

(a) check the validity of identity IDi, if the for-

mat of IDi is incorrect, the login request will

be rejected;

(b) check the time interval between T and T 0,

if (T 0 � T) P DT, where DT is the expected
legal time interval for transmission delay,

the server will reject the login request;

(c) check C2ðCxs
1 Þ

�1
9ðIDiÞf ðT�PW iÞ mod p. If it

holds, the server will accept the login request.

Otherwise, the request will be rejected.
Although Hwang–Li�s scheme doesn�t need

to maintain any verification tables in remote ser-

ver, yet it suffers from an impersonation attack

[7–10]. An evil user Ui with (IDi,PWi) can easily

obtain another valid (IDv,PWv) by the following
tricks:

• select a random number r;

• compute IDv = IDi
r (mod p);

• compute PWv, where
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PW v ¼ IDxs
v mod p ¼ IDr�xs

i mod p ¼ PW r
i mod p:

Then, (IDv,PWv) is another valid pair. As a

result, the evil user Ui can freely use it to login

to the remote system.
3. Efficient remote user authentication scheme

In this section, based on an improved Rabin sig-

nature scheme, we will propose a new efficient re-

mote user authentication scheme using smart card.
3.1. Improved Rabin signature scheme

Here, let us first review the improved Rabin

signature scheme [11]. For convenience, it can be

depicted as follow:

Let p and q be two security large primes, satis-

fying p � q � 3 (mod4). Compute n = p Æ q and

select a parameter a satisfying Jacobi symbol
ðanÞ ¼ �1. Then, the private key is (p,q) and the

corresponding public key is (n,a). Besides, a cryp-

tographic one-way hash functions H : f0;1g� ! Z�
n

is also published.

• Signing algorithm

Assume a message m 2 {0,1}* should be

signed. The signer will run the following
steps:

1. compute H(m) and c1, where
c1 ¼
0 if HðmÞ

n

� �
¼ 1;

1 if HðmÞ
n

� �
¼ �1:

8><
>:
2. compute t ¼ ac1 � HðmÞ and c2, where
c2 ¼
0 if t

p

� �
¼ t

q

� �
¼ 1;

1 if t
p

� �
¼ t

q

� �
¼ �1:

8><
>:
3. compute r ¼ ð�1Þc2 � ac1 � HðmÞ and obtain

four distinguishable solutions of the congru-

ence s2 � r mod n. Since these solutions
are computed by the Chinese Remainder
Theorem, they can be distinguished as four

cases:
s1 if s1
p

� �
¼ s1

q

� �
¼ 1;

s2 if s2
p

� �
¼ s2

q

� �
¼ �1;

s3 if s3
p

� �
¼ 1 and s3

q

� �
¼ �1;

s4 if s4
p

� �
¼ �1 and s4

q

� �
¼ 1:

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
In this signature scheme, the signer always chooses

s1 as the required solution s*, then the signature on

message m is (s*,c1,c2).
• Verifying algorithm
Any verifier can verify the signature (s*,c1,c2)

by the following equation
s�2 � ð�1Þc2 � ac1 � HðmÞ mod n;
If it holds, the signature will be accepted, other-

wise rejected.

Obviously, the improved Rabin signature

scheme is based on the hardness of factorization

problem. In the next subsection, we will use it to

construct an efficient remote user authentication
scheme using smart card.

3.2. The proposed scheme

The proposed scheme consists of four phases:

the initialization, the registration, the login and

the authentication phases. In below, these phases

will be described in detail.

1. Initialization phase

To set up a remote system, the remote server

first prepares the following parameters:

• p,q: two distinct security large primes, satis-

fying p � q � 3mod4;

• n : n = p Æ q;
• a: a random number in Z�

n, satisfying
ðanÞ ¼ �1;

• H : f0; 1g� ! Z�
n is one-way hash function;

• H 1 : f0; 1g� � Z�
n ! Z�

n is another one-way

hash function.

Then, the remote server can accept the user regi-

stration request operation.
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2. Registration phase

When a new user Ui submits his identity IDi to

the remote server for registration. The server

will do the following:

(a) check the validity of IDi. If it is valid, the
operation will continue, otherwise stop;

(b) use the improved Rabin signature scheme in

Section 3.1 to compute ðs�; c1; c2Þ, where

s*2 � (�1)c2 Æ ac1 Æ H(IDi) (mod n) and

ðs�p Þ ¼ ðs�qÞ ¼ 1;

(c) set the user password PWi = s* and store the

public parameters (n,H1) to a smart card;

(d) issue the smart card and PWi to the user via
a secure channel.

3. Login phase
User Ui attaches his smart card to the login de-

vice and keys in his IDi and PWi. Then, the

smart card will perform as follows:

(a) select a random number r2RZ
�
n;

(b) compute c � r Æ PWi (mod n);

(c) pick up the current date and time T of the
login device;

(d) compute h = H1(T, r);

(e) send a message C = (IDi,T,c,h) to the

remote server.
4. Authentication phase
Suppose that the remote server receives the mes-

sage C at T 0, where T 0 is the current date and

time of the system.
(a) check the time interval between T and T 0, if

(T 0�T) P DT, where DT is the expected

legal time interval for transmission delay,

the server will reject the login request;

(b) check the validity of identity IDi, if the for-

mat of IDi is incorrect, the login request will

be rejected;

(c) use the same way in the registration phase
to compute the user password PWi;

(d) compute r � c � PW �1
i ðmod nÞ;

(e) check h¼? H 1ðT ; rÞ. If it holds, the server will
accept the login request. Otherwise, the

request will be rejected;
4. Security analysis

The security of the proposed scheme is based on

the hardness of factorization problem and the one-
way hash function. Here, we first give the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 1. Let n = p Æ q, where p and q are two

distinct odd primes. If R � r2modn and

c�s Æ rmodn, then finding such a s in Z�
n is equivalent

to the factorization problem.

Proof. From c � s Æ rmodn, we will have

c2 � ðs � rÞ2 � s2 � r2 � s2 � R mod n:

Since gcd(R,n), the greatest common divisor of R

and n, must be 1, it will follow that

s2 � c2

R
mod n:

Therefore, as in the literature [12], finding such

a s is equivalent to the factorization problem. h

From the Theorem 1, the random number r and

the password PWi can�t be derived from the mes-

sage C in the proposed scheme. At the same time,

considering the one-way property of hash func-

tion, the proposed scheme can withstand the
following three attacks.

• Impersonation attack

Suppose a user Ui is an attacker, who owns

(IDi,PWi) and wants to impersonate another

user Uv. As he does not know the secret key p

and q, he cannot directly compute the password

PWv from the identity IDv. Thereupon, he may
first select a random number k to forge a new

password PWv = PWi Æ k(modn), and use the

password PWv to compute the identity IDv.

However, since H is a one-way hash function,

he can�t obtain the identity IDv from the equa-

tion PWv
2 � H(IDv)(modn), here we have

assumed c1 = c2 = 0.Therefore, the proposed

scheme can withstand the impersonation attack.
• Forgery attack

Suppose an attackerA, who has ability to forge

another valid message C 0 = (IDi,T
0,c,H1(T

0, r))

from C = (IDi,T,c,H1(T, r)). From the Theo-

rem 1, he can�t derive the random number r

from c. Thus, he only can get it from H1(T, r),

but which will contradict with the fact that H1

is a one-way hash function.Then, the proposed
scheme can also withstand the forgery attack.



Table 1

Comparison of Hwang–Li�s scheme and proposed scheme

Hwang–Li�s Scheme Our scheme

User Server User Server

Registration 0 Texp 0 Th + Tsqr

Login Th + Tmul + 3Texp 0 Th + Tmul 0

Authentication 0 Th + Tmul + Tinv 0 2Th + Tmul + Tinv

+ 2Texp + Tsqr
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• Replay attack

Because the remote server will check (T 0 � T) P
DT, where T 0 is the current date and time of the

system and DT is the expected legal time interval

caused by transmission delay, the replay attack

also can be resisted. If a forgery or guess of T

successfully passes the (T 0 � T) P DT, the for-

ger will still need to know the random value r,
that can be computed only if PWi is known.

Since PWi is private, the random value r is then

unknown. Thus the h¼? H 1ðT ; rÞ check fails, and

the replay attack fails.
5. Performance comparison

Because the smart card is low-powered and re-

source-constrained device, when we implement

our smart-based scheme, the efficiency is always

an important issue. In this section, from the com-

putation overhead view point, we will compare our

scheme with Hwang–Li�s scheme [6].
We denote Tmul the time of modular multiplica-

tion, Tadd the time of modular addition, Tsqr the

time of modular square root, Tinv the time of mod-

ular inversion, Texp the time of modular exponen-

tiation and Th the time of hash evaluation. At the

same time, in order to compare the efficiency of

our scheme and Hwang–Li�s easily, we assume that

p in Hwang–Li�s scheme and n in our scheme are of
the same size, namely 1024 bits can guarantee both

the discrete logarithm and factorization problems

are hard. Then, we summarize the result in

Table 1.

Because the smart card�s efficiency is the most

concerned in any smart card-based scheme, we

thus only concentrate on the login phase�s perfor-
mance at the smart card side. From the Table 1, we
will see the smart card�s computational costs are
very low in our scheme, only one hash function

computation and one modular multiplication com-

putation are required. While in Hwang–Li�s
scheme, additional three modular exponentiation

computations are needed. Therefore, we can easily

conclude that our proposed scheme is more

efficient than Hwang–Li�s scheme.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, based on the improved Rabin sig-

nature scheme, we have proposed a new remote

user authentication scheme using smart card. By

analyzing, our scheme is not only secure but also

efficient. At the same time, like Hwang–Li�s
scheme, our scheme also doesn�t need to maintain

any verification tables in remote server. Therefore,

we believe it will be a promising scheme in practi-

cal applications.
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